
For the first lesson, please have: 
 

There are a few things you will need to prepare prior to your first lesson.    

5 Steps to Getting Started: 

 
 

1. Have Pre-Made Ice (2 Sheets of more if possible)  If you have an ice bucket or 

scoop that would also be great (but not required). 

 

2. Have a Lime + Lemon or Oranges (for cutting practice) 

 

 

3. Have Glasses  (as many as possible) out and on the counter ready for lesson 

(to match diagram below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(if you do not have all of the glasses please don’t worry or go purchase them) 

 

4. Have a Fruit Cutting knife.  (Can be a steak knife) 

 
 

5.  Have your Kit On Your Counter  (with all of the above) and a Pen 

 



Includes: 

1- 4 Pronged Strainer 

1-Stainless Steel 28 Oz Shaker 

1-Stainless Steel 1 Oz/1.5Oz Jigger 

2-Colored Pourer Nozzles 

Practice cocktail straws 

2-36 Oz’ Practice Liquor Bottles 

Food colored liquid for practice 

1-Colored Shot Glass 1 Oz 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Glasses to be provided by you) 

Kit Diagram 



-—STOP— 

THE FOLLOWING 

PAGES ARE ONLY 

TO BE COMPLETED  

DURING THE  

LESSON 



On each page, underlined is the action  

either the instructor or student must do  



INSTRUCTOR- 

This is the NEW Summer 2013 Curriculum 

(please follow in the below order:) 

Step 1:  Go over glasses and Tools and set bar  (p. 1-3) 

 

Step 2:  Free Pour 

 

Step 3:  Shot pour 

 

Step 4:  Cutting Fruit 

 

Step 5: Mixed drinks 

 

Step 6:  How to use a strainer and shaker 

 

Step 7:  Instructor Orders drinks from student/ Time student’s drink making 

with stopwatch 

 

Step 8:  Checking IDs 

 

Step 9  OPTIONAL 

 



People generally expect certain drinks to be served in certain kinds of glasses. The problem is that 

there are more standard bar glasses than most people (and many bars) care to purchase. In any event, 

Figure 1-5 shows most of the glasses that you’re ever likely to use to serve drinks.  

 

 You can simplify by using two types of glasses: a white wine glass and a red wine glass. Both are 

shown in Figure 1-5. You can use these two glasses for every type of cocktail (including shots, even 

though a shot glass is essential for every bar), plus beer and wine.  

Figure 1-5 

Step 1:  Glasses 

1.  INSTRUCTOR: Go Over different 

types of glasses to the right. Match 

glasses in diagram to glasses in student’s 

house 

 

 

 

 

2. (OPTIONAL) Show video on laptop  

for  step 1 at: 

 localbartendingschool.com/videocourse 

 

Log in:    7bar5   Pass: 6esd1   

. 

3.  STUDENT:  Study the glasses to the 

right, prepare for a quiz on the next page 



Step 1:  Match the Name to The Glass 

A. Red Wine 

B. White Wine 

C. Beer 

D. Pilsner 

E. Rocks 

F. Margarita 

G. Cocktail 

H. Parfarit 

I. Sherry 

J. Stemless Wine 

K. Cordial 

L. Brandy Snifter 

M. Stemless Cocktail 

N. Highball 

O. Shot 

P. Champagne Flute 

Q. Stemless Champagne 

Flute 

R. Pousse Café 

S. Collins 

T. Parfait 
 

T. 

1.  STUDENT: Finish the diagram by adding the letter to the corresponding glass:  (without 

using previous page) 

2.  INSTRUCTOR: Compare answers with previous page. 



Step 1:  Bartending Tools 

Figure 1-4: A collection of bar tools: 

 (1) bar spoon, (2) blender, (3) tongs,  

(4) ice scoop, (5) ice bucket,  

(6) jigger or measuring glass, (7) knife and 

cutting board, (8) muddler, and (9) 

pourer.  
 

A. Standard Shaker andBoston 

Shaker 

 

 

B. Two Pronged Strainer 

Tools with Description: 

Many of the following tools are shown in Figure 1-4: 

Bar spoon: A long spoon for stirring cocktails. 

Blender: Many types of commercial or home blenders with various speeds are available. 

When making a drink, always put liquid in the blender before switching it on. This will 

save your blade. Some blenders (but not all) can be used to make crushed ice. Check 

with the manufacturer or buy an ice crusher. 

Coasters or bar napkins: Coasters prevent rings from developing on your bar and ta-

bles. Napkins also help your guests hold their drinks. 

Grater: For dusting drinks with grated nutmeg, chocolate, and so forth. 

Ice bucket: Pick one that’s large enough to hold at least three trays of ice. 

Ice scoop or tongs: A must for every bar. Never use your hands to scoop ice. 

Jigger or measuring glass: A small glass or metal measuring container that usually has 

a 1/2-oz. measurer on one side and a 2-oz. measurer on the other. 

A

B

Figure 1-4 

1.  INSTRUCTOR: Go over tools, uses, and then match with the tools on 

the student’s table 



Two Types of Shakers 

The Boston shaker is the one that most professional bartenders 

use. It consists of a mixing glass and a stainless steel core that 

overlaps the glass. The Standard shaker usually consists of two or 

more stainless steel or glass parts and can be found in department 

stores or antiques stores. Many of these shakers come in different 

shapes and designs.  

 

At Local Bartending School, we use the Boston Shaker.. 

Step 1 Cont.: Two Types of Openers 

The best wine opener is a waiter’s wine opener (shown 

in Figure 1-1). It has a sharp blade, a corkscrew (also 

known as a worm), and a bottle opener. You can find 

this opener in most liquor stores and bar supply houses. 

Another nifty wine opener is called a Rabbit. It’s also 

shown in Figure 1-1. 

Figure 1-1: A waiter’s wine opener (left) and a Rabbit. 

The main reasons for shaking drinks are to chill a cocktail, to mix ingredients, or to put a head 

on some cocktails. 

As a general rule, you should shake all cloudy drinks (including cream drinks and sours), and 

you should stir all clear drinks. Never shake a cocktail that has carbonated water or soda. For 

some drinks, such as the Stinger or Martini, ask your guests whether they prefer them shaken 



Step 2:  Free Pour 

Instructor:  (demonstrate) Proper free pour  (5-10 times) 

Student:  Follow free pour technique  (15-25 times) 

 

The Count 

 

Once you've got the hang of moving the liquor steadily through your speed 
pourer, it's time to develop what is known as the count. The trick is to count 
off in your head about how long it takes to pour an ounce of liquid into a 
glass. Now everybody's count pace and pour will be a little bit different, but 
its suggested that you try to get your count/pour to about 4 = 1oz.. That is 
from the moment you start pouring, you begin to count 1... 2... 3... 4..., and 
the amount of liquid you have in the glass should be about 1 oz. 

 

A great way to practice this technique, is to get an empty fifth bottle filled 
with water, a standard drinking glass, and a shot glass or jigger. Using your 
count, try to pour about an ounce into the standard glass and then from the 
from the glass into the shot glass or jigger. The goal of the exercise is to 
not have any liquid overflow the shot glass or jigger. Keep it up and before 
long you will have a solid count technique down. It should be noted, as 
mentioned above, everybody's count is going be a little different, so just 
develop what works for you until you get the right measurement. 

There you have it, some straightforward and simple methods to ensure 
your cocktail recipes are done right. 

Instructor:  (demonstrate) Counting pour  (5-10 times) 

Student:  Follow counting pour  technique  (20-40 times) 



There are benefits to using a jigger (or other measuring device) for mixing 

drinks. Many bars ask their tenders to use them to control the amount of liquor 

being poured (and control profits) and to ensure drinks are consistent inside the 

establishment. If you're mixing up drinks for a private occasion and you're par-

taking, using a jigger is smart. Have you ever noticed your free pour shots get-

ting larger as the night goes on? Well, it's likely they do because your percep-

tion has been impaired and your drinks may be getting tougher than you bar-

gained for. Then, there's the occasion of the finely balanced cocktail. Not talk-

ing about mixed drinks here, but those French Martinis, Monkey Glands and 

Tuxedos, which are sensitive to over and under pours of one ingredient or another.  

 

Some bartenders swear by the jigger, some feel restricted by the control. 

Step 3:  Pouring shots 

Using a Jigger 

INSTRUCTOR: Demonstrate pouring into a jigger, explain reasons to use/not to use a jig-

ger 

 

STUDENT:  Practice pouring into a jigger then putting into the drink. 

Pouring into a Shot Glass 
STUDENT:  Practice pouring a shot.  Practice pouring into multiple glasses (if available)  

 

Do this by going close to the top (but without spilling) 



Step 4:  

Lemons 
TIP:   The outside of the lemon is where the flavor lies. When adding a lemon twist to a drink, 

slowly rim the edge of the glass with the outside of the lemon twist and then twist a drop into the 

cocktail.  

Lemon Twists 
Figure 2-1: Cutting lemon twists. 

 
Figure 2-1 illustrates the procedure for cutting lemon twists. 

1. Cut off both ends of the lemon. 

2. Insert a sharp knife or spoon between the rind and meat of the lemon and carefully separate them. 

3. Cut the rind into strips. 

Slices vs. Wedges 
Figure 2-3: Cutting lime slices. 

 

Figure 2-4: Lemon or lime wedges. 

 

Lime slices  (Figure 2-3) 

1. Cut off both ends of the lime. 

2. Slice the lime in half. 

3. Lay each half down and cut it into half-moon slices. 

 

Lemon and lime wedges (Figure 2-4) 

1. Slice the lemon or lime in half the long way. 

2. Lay the cut halves down and halve them again. 

3. Cut wedges from the lemon or lime quarters. 

1. INSTRUCTOR:  Demonstrate proper way to cut a lemon 

use half of lemon 

2. STUDENT: (using diagram below) Cut second half of 

lemon 



Step 5:  Mixed Drinks 

INSTRUCTOR:   Go over the most commonly ordered drinks (Long Islands, 

Martinis, etc..) and make sure student is able to memorize ingredients to at least 

the top 5. 

 

 

-Long Island Ice Tea 

 

-Jack and Coke (or Rum and Coke) 

 

-Martini 

 

-Cranberry and Vodka (or vodka and OJ) 

 

-Cosmopolitan 

 

-Etc... 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Write down ingredients (if necessary) 

 

STUDENT: Attempt to memorize these most popular make ups 

 

 

 



Step 6: How to Use a Shaker & 

Strainer 

 

Step 1.  Fill the cocktail shaker tumbler with ice and 

the ingredients of your cocktail like include liquor, 

fruit juice, mixers or chunks of fruit. 

Step 2. 

Cover the cocktail shaker securely. If you're using a 

Boston cocktail shaker, place the glass mixing cup 

on top to form a tight seal. If you're using an all-

stainless steel cocktail shaker, place the lid and cap 

on top. 

Step 3. 

Shake the cocktail in a vigorous motion, counting to 

fifteen. If you're mixing a drink with thicker and heavier liqueurs or mixers, shake the cocktail 

shaker longer to allow the ingredients to combine and chill inside the cocktail shaker. 

 

Step 4. 

Strain the cocktail into a glass. When using a Boston cocktail shaker, hold a Hawthorn strainer 

over the top, allowing the strainer's coil to catch the ice cubes.  

 

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Prepare ice in the glass with mixed liquids.  Demonstrate proper use of the 

shaker. 

 

Always shake over the shoulder and away from people (in case liquid seeps out.) 

 

 

STUDENT:  Use the shaker and then the strainer as demonstrated. 



 

 

Step 7:  Taking Orders /Timed Orders 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Ask your student to make 2 drinks (using the faux containers provided) with 

recipes if needed 
 

At first, the student is able to look at the ingredients of the drink  (you can write these down) 

while making it. 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Ask your student to make 3-4 drinks (using the faux containers provided) 

without written recipes  
 

Since most orders are placed with multiple drinks at the same time.  Do not wait until the stu-

dent is finished with one drink to order the next..  Order all at the start.  The student should 

remember all three orders while creating the drinks. 

 

 

Follow the above until proficiency is achieved.  Then proceed… 

 

Timed Drinks 
As timing is very important to the number of drinks made in a night, it is 

important to tips and bar profitability.   

 

Next, using a stopwatch.  (Many smart phones have stop watch capabili-

ties) the INSTRUCTOR will time the creation of 2 drinks,   Do the timed 

drinks until the student is able to make the drinks quickly and at ease. 
 

 



Step 8:  Checking ID’s 

Checking identification is a mandatory part of any bartender’s job.  Fre-

quently, local police departments set up sting operations.  If the police send 

an underage person in to ask for a drink, and you serve them, you and your 

employer could face fines and possibly lose the chance to serve alcohol.   

 

 

Tip:  Always keep somewhere near you the  current date of birth 

(minimum) which is required to drink.  You can update this date every day.  

It may be a notepad, calendar, or just a sticky note. 

 

 

Tip 2:  The best ways to verify a person is usually by their height.  Hair 

color can be died and eyes may contain contact lens which show a different 

color pupil.  Facial structure is another great verification method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red flags:  Any ID which is bent, delaminated, or has a crooked photo or 

text may be a fake.  If you are not 100% sure that the person you are serv-

ing is the person in the ID, call over a co-worker and get a second opinion. 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR STEP 1:  Use a state ID to show the student the make up of 

the drivers license card.  Show them the ways to verify the id is real. 

 

INSTRUCTOR STEP 2:  Together with the STUDENT determine the last 

day that a person would need to be born in order to buy alcohol today. 


